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Abstract: The paper discusses a generic intrusion-avoidance architecture allowing 
the system architects to decrease the risk of intrusions. The architecture employs 
software diversity at various system levels and dynamically reconfigures the de-
ployment environment to avoid intrusions. This solution reduces the so-called sys-
tem’s days-of-risk which is a period of an increased security risk between the time 
when a vulnerability is publicly disclosed to the time when a patch is available to 
fix it. To select the less vulnerable system configuration we propose metrics esti-
mating security risks by accounting a number of not-fixed vulnerabilities and their 
severity. 
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Introduction 

In this paper we focus on system security with regards to vulnerabilities of system 
components that can be exploited to attack the system and cause intrusions. A typical 
computer system consists of hardware, operating system (OS) and the set of system 
software components playing the role of a deployment environment for the specific 
applications. Thus, the dependability of a deployment environment significantly af-
fects the dependability of the application services provided. Typical examples of 
system software components for web services are operating system (OS), web and 
application servers (AS and WS), and data base management systems (DBMS). Vul-
nerabilities of operating system and system software represent threats to dependabil-
ity and, in particular, to security, that are additional to faults, errors and failures tra-
ditionally dealt with by the dependability community.1 Intrusion tolerance is a general 
technique, which aims at tolerating system vulnerabilities that have been disclosed 
and can be exploited by an attacker. This is an active area of research and develop-
ment with many useful solutions proposed.2 However, less attention has been given to 
understanding how to make systems less vulnerable and to avoid intrusions while be-
ing configured and integrated out of COTS-components, such as OS, WS, AS, and 
DBMS. In the paper we propose a general system architecture aiming at decreasing 
the risk of intrusion and reducing number of days-of-risk.3 This architecture employs 
diversity of the system software components and uses a dynamical reconfiguration 
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strategy taking into account the security risks of different diverse system configura-
tions. An implementation of the proposed architecture relies on the emerging cloud 
infrastructure services,4 known as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). IaaS provides a 
platform virtualization environment and APIs that can enable such dynamic recon-
figuration by switching between pre-built images of the diverse deployment environ-
ments. 

Diversity of Deployment Environment 

Design diversity is one of the most efficient methods of providing software fault-tol-
erance. In regard to multitier architecture of web-services, software diversity can be 
applied at the level of the operating system, web and application servers, data base 
management systems and, finally, for application software, both separately and in 
many various combinations. Platform-independent Java technologies provide the cru-
cial support for applying diversity of different system components. Thanks to JVM, 
Java applications which meet and J2EE specification can be run on different operat-
ing systems under control of various web and applications servers. These components 
form a flexible deployment environment running the same application software and 
allowing to be dynamically reconfigured by replacing one component by another one 
of the same functionality (e.g. GlassFish AS can be replaced with Oracle WebLogic, 
or IBM WebSphere, etc.). At the same time, the .NET applications can employ only 
restricted diversity of the deployment environment limited to Microsoft Windows se-
ries of operating systems and different versions of Internet Information Server and 
MS SQL. 

Security Risk Assessment 

Security is a crucial property of modern computer systems. However, it can hardly be 
estimated in a probabilistic way similar to system availability or reliability. At the 
same time, it is indisputable that the level of system security depends on vulnerabili-
ties existing in the system and system components. In this connection we propose 
weighted metrics estimating security risks of each system component (1) and a system 
in general (2) by accounting a number of ‘open’ (i.e. unpatched yet) vulnerabilities of 
each system component and by taking into consideration properties VP of an individ-
ual vulnerability, in particular, severity S and its popularity P. 
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where VLCi – vulnerability level (security risk) of the i-th system component; Ni – 
number of open (yet unpatched) vulnerabilities of the i-th component; Sj – severity of 
the j-th vulnerability; Pj – popularity of the j-th vulnerability. 
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where VLSk – vulnerability level (security risk) of the k-th system configuration; Mk – 
number of system components (usually, each system configuration uses four basic 
system components: OS, WS, AS, DBMS); VLCi – vulnerability level (security risk) 
of the i-th system component. The metrics proposed can be easily extended by taking 
into account potential harmful consequences, availability of exploit code, and other 
vulnerability properties. It is supposed that vulnerability properties have the same 
scale and are positive (lager value for higher security risk).  

If it is not, all the negative vulnerability properties VPi can be transformed to positive 
ones using iii VPVPVP  max'  and simple additive weighting technique can be ap-

plied to normalize them to the range [0…1]. System security risk should be re-esti-
mated dynamically every time when a new vulnerability is discovered in any of sys-
tem components or when a software patch fixing some of ‘open’ vulnerability is is-
sued by a software vendor and applied by a system owner. Information about vulner-
abilities of the different software system components, their amount and criticality can 
be retrieved by querying existing vulnerability databases (e.g. Common Vulnerabili-
ties and Exposures, CVE and National Vulnerability Database, NVD), publicly avail-
able in the Internet. The information about patches and security advisories are re-
leased by the product owners. 

Intrusion-Avoidance Architecture 

The proposed intrusion avoidance approach is based on the idea of running at the dif-
ferent levels of the multi-tier system architecture (OS, WS, AS and DBMS) only 
those components having the least number of vulnerabilities. The rest diverse compo-
nents should be hold in a stand-by mode. Every time when a new vulnerability is dis-
closed or some of existing vulnerabilities is fixed, the system security risks will be re-
estimated and the most vulnerable system configuration will be replaced with the di-
verse one having the lowest security risk. The general intrusion-avoidance architec-
ture is presented in Figure 1. 

The architecture employs the IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) cloud technology 5 
providing crucial support for dynamic reconfiguration, storage and maintenance of 
the images of spare diverse system configurations. The core part of such architecture 
is a configuration controller. It retrieves information about emerging vulnerabilities of 
the different software system components and information about patches and security 
advisories released by the companies (product owners). By analysing such informa-
tion the configuration controller estimates current security risks, selects the less vul-
nerable system configuration and activates it. Other functions performed by the con-
troller are patch and settings management of the active and spare diverse configura-
tion. 
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Figure 1. General architecture of the cloud-based intrusion-avoidance deployment environ-
ment. 

Conclusion 

The proposed intrusion-avoidance architecture that makes use of system component di-
versity can significantly improve the overall security of the computing environment used 
to deploy web services. Our work is in line with another recent study.6 The approach 
proposed to intrusion avoidance is based on dynamical reconfiguration of the system by 
selecting and using the particular operating system, web and application servers and 
DBMS that have the minimal number of the residual (yet unpatched) vulnerabilities 
taking also into account their severity. Such strategy allows us to dynamically control 
(and to reduce) the number of residual vulnerabilities and their severity by the active and 
dynamic configuration of the deployment environment. This helps the architects to de-
crease the risks of malicious attacks and intrusions. The intrusion-avoidance architecture 
mainly relies on the cross-platform Java technologies and the IaaS cloud services pro-
viding the crucial support for diversity of the system components, their dynamic recon-
figuration and maintenance of the spare configurations. The existing vulnerability data-
bases like CVE and NVD provide the necessary up-to-date information for the security 
risk assessment, finding the least vulnerable configuration and reconfiguration decision 
making. 
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